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Lithium Iron Phosphate Battery Solutions
for Residential and Industrial Energy Storage Systems.
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS – LITHIUM
MORE USABLE CAPACITY

LONG SHELF-LIFE

25-50% more capacity than lead-acid
equivalent.

Low self-discharge so battery
maintains state of charge.

LONGEST LIFE
Up to 10X longer cycle life than

NON-HAZARDOUS
No gasses emitted.

lead-acid equivalent.

CONSTANT POWER

PSOCTOLERANT

Full power available throughout
discharge. Voltage does not drop like
lead-acid.

No damage from partial state of charge
operation or storage.

With our vast range of products and deep
industry knowledge, we can deliver the power
you need – from drop-in replacements
to custom solutions. BSLBATT dedicated
engineers will help you find the
ideal battery for your application.
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and manufacturing.

BSLBATT Lithium Solar Batteries
are making historical leaps in the sustainable
energy movement and are leaving traditional
energy storage methods in the dust!

BSLBATT Lithium Iron Phosphate Battery Solutions for Multiple Energy Storage
Applications Such As Off-Grid Residential Properties, Switchgear and Micro Grid
Power
BSLBATT offers a lithium-ion solution that is considered to be one of the
safest chemistries on the market. Safety is most important at both ends
of the spectrum. Large scale Energy Storage Systems (ESS) hold massive
reserves of energy that require proper design and system management.
Small systems entrusted within our homes require safety and reliability
above all else.

Maximum Power. Maximum Life.
When you use BSLBATT Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4) batteries as part of your solar energy
system, you know you’re making the absolute most of it. That’s because BSLBATT batteries are
the ultimate clean energy, delivering highly-efficient, ultra-long life and constant power you can
depend on in even the most extreme environments.
TAKE CHARGE: Partial state of charge, known as PSOC, which is a killer of lead-acid batteries, does not affect
performance or battery life of a lithium battery. Batteries often don’t get fully charged, or they regularly operate in a
partial state of charge. Either way, you can count on BSLBATT lithium batteries living a long and productive life.
ULTRA-LONG LIFE: BSLBATT lithium batteries provide
up to 10 times longer life than lead-acid batteries, and
they still provide 80% of rated capacity after 2,000 cycles.
Spend more time powering your applications and less
timereplacingyourbatteries.

Why BSLBATT?
All of our batteries come with our proven BMS technology that protects your battery from damage due to misuse.
Choose from our core solar products listed below, or visit Lithium-battery-factory.com to see all of our available solar
solutions. If you don’t see what you need, contact one of our dedicated engineers to ask about custom solutions.
Nominal

Energy

Voltage

(Wh)

Current (A)
Continuous

Peak

Dimensions inches (mm)
Length

Width

Height

Weight

Terminal

Case

lbs (kg)

Type

Material

B-LFP12-50

12.8V

640Wh

50AH

100 A

229MM

138MM

213MM

7KG

M8

Steel

B-LFP12-100

12.8V

1280Wh

100AH

100A

323MM

173MM

218MM

14KG

M8

Steel

B-LFP12-120

12.8V

1536Wh

120 AH

100 A

323MM

173MM

218MM

16KG

M8

Steel

B-LFP12-200

12.8V

2560Wh

200 AH

200 A

520MM

269MM

205MM

30KG

M8

Steel

B-LFP24-50

25.6V

1280Wh

50 AH

100A

520MM

380MM

290MM

14.8KG

Steel

B-LFP24-100

25.6V

2560Wh

100AH

100 A

520MM

450MM

350MM

28KG

Steel

B-LFP24-200

25.6V

5120Wh

200AH

100 A

520MM

380MM

290MM

7KG

Steel

B-LFP36-100

38.4V

3840Wh

100AH

100 A

522MM

238MM

220MM

42KG

Steel

B-LFP48-50

51.2V

2560Wh

50AH

100 A

442MM

325MM

132MM

33.5KG

Steel

B-LFP48-100

51.2V

5120Wh

100AH

100 A

442MM

520MM

177MM

42KG

Steel

B-LFP48-200

51.2V

10240Wh

200 A

442MM

520MM

320MM

110KG

Steel

B-LFP48-300

51.2V

15360Wh

300 A

740MM

497MM

398MM

200AH

300AH

176KG

Steel
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MOREHOURS OF POWER :Lead-acid batteries are typically over-sized up to two times
your energy needs to account for extended periods without sun and less usable energy with
higher rates of discharge. Plus, you are usually cautioned to limit your use to 50% of the rated capacity, as using
more can significantly reduce performance. Lithium batteries provide 100% of their rated capacity, regardless of
the rate of discharge. And, you can use it all and still get substantially longer cycle life.
WORRY-FREE: BSLBATT lithium batteries are maintenance-free – no watering, no corrosion. Low self-discharge
means the batteries don’t lose capacity when they’re idle, assuring that you have the energy you need, every
time you need it.
EXTREME PERFORMANCE: BSLBATT lithium batteries are designed to perform in harsh conditions–freezing
cold, scorching heat or rough waters.
ECO-FRIENDY: BSLBATT lithium batteries are the ultimate clean energy. No gassing, no fumes and no pollution.
Enjoy reliable power, while protecting the environment, using these non-hazardous batteries.
SAFETY TESTED: Unlike other lithium chemistries, BSLBATT LiFePO4 batteries are inherently safe due to their
stable chemical composition, and we have the www.lithium-battery-factory.com test results to prove it.
BACKED BY THE BEST: Built to last, designed to perform, premium BSLBATT lithium batteries deliver
unsurpassed performance wherever you are. We back this claim with a comprehensive, 7-year warranty.

We Can Build a Custom

Solar Lithium Battery

JUST FOR YOU
Every solar energy system is different! Ourengineers can design a
custom lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) solar battery solution
that’s ideal for your application. This way, you’re guaranteed the exact fit,
chemistry, and specifications you need.

ESS Batteries By
BSLBATT Lithium
Top Safety & Reliability Solutions
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BSLBATT Energy Storage System 03

ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
Take You On The Bright Side
BSLBATT is leading the change of a new era with lithium-ion batteries.
Relying on the advanced Lithium-ion Iron-Phosphate battery technology,
BSLBATT can provide large-scale energy storage systems,

Powering Tomorrow,
BSLBATT Lithium Battery Solution For Energy Storage

distributed energy storage systems and micro-grid systems.
Based on these systems, BSLBATT can provide a complete power

BSLBATT’s LiFePO4 technology supplies eco-friendly energy solutions for the present and the future.

solution that make them ideal for HESS and UPS.

We provide safe, reliable and long-lasting performance with our Energy Storage solutions.

Above all, the user-friendly mobile application helps the easy system set-up.
The web monitoring function also allows installers and users to check
their system status anytime and anywhere .

2003
Established
BSLBATT Lithium

2000

2008

2019

Expanded Business
into Energy Storage

Expanded Business
into Motive Power

Expanded Business
into Lithium Forklift Battery

ESS projects are deployed using BSLBATT Lithium battery solutions optimized for a range from residential to
utility-scale projects.

Battery Platform

Utility & Commercial

Battery Platform

Optimized Battery Platforms Based on High-Density Design Technology
Solar & Wind Farm

Grid(Substation)

Building, Factory

UPS Lithium-ion Solution
Proven High-Voltage LIB Solutions Compatible with Premium UPS
Data Center

Factory

Residential & TelecomBattery Pack Solution
Scalable Standard Battery Pack for Customized ESS
PV Home

Telecom

Module structure technology

Why BSLBATT Lithium

Samsung SDI Energy Storage System 05

Side plate welding module: mature technology, flexible
production, high automation, wide adaptability./

BSLBATT optimizes battery systems with advanced cell technology.

Safety First
Filming
Single cell
Single battery

Multi-Layered

Protection

BSLBATT Battery announces that establishes strategic partnership to promote innovation and speed up
growth Wisdom Industrial Power Co., Ltd, a global developer in lithium battery technologies, announces they have
entered a strategic partnership with CATL, BYD,REPT a leader in focusing on R&D and production of
the lithium power battery. It will speed up the alliance worldwide growth for the two companies and further position BSLBATT

Accurate Lifetime Simulation

as the leader in lithium drop-in replacements for lead-acid batteries, and other proprietary projects.

Long Cycle Life
Industry Leading Cycle Life Performance

SOH(%)

Coating Plant

Pulping Plant

105%

3,500 Cycles

Star Energy Test result

Pulping

Coating

Single cell

Winding

Welding

50Ah Cell

95%

Single battery

90%

BSLBATT Lithium ESS leverages our manufacturing
experiencein IT and automotive battery cells resulting
insuperior and adaptive technology.
BSLBATT Lithium ESS is recognized as the industry
leader inthe market, providing our customers with
thesafest and long lasting batteries.

Rolling&slitting

Die cutting

Second slitting

Star Energy Prediction

100%

@ continuous 1C /1C, SOH 80%

Filming

First Injection

Negative Pressure
Formation

Packing

Second Injection

Shell-put-in

Seal nail welding

Laser welding

Grading

85%
80%

0

1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000

Number of Cycle
(Test Condition at 25℃, 1C/1C, DoD 100%)

*Warranty condition could be diﬀerent depending on the load proﬁle

Formation & Grading Workshop/

Drying Workshop/

Winding & Assembling Workshop/

Filming Workshop/

MODULE & Pack Automation Equipment

Automatic Intelligent
cell sorting and
buffer system.

The use of front-end visual
addressing feedback system,
automatic adjustment of welding
position, high yield products.

Development of high-precision
gelatinize machine, accurate
control of mixing proportion and
the amount of glue. To ensure the
stability of product quality.

Pack Production Line is designed as a highly automated
and intelligent production line, with an annual production
capacity of 600 MWH, equipped with fully automatic
intelligent AGV logistics system, the entire line
requires only 4 operators. The main equipment
are: Hioki OCV sorting machine, PSMA plasma cleaning
machine, Graco gelatinizing machine, IPG laser +
BLACKBIRD vibroscope, COGNEX vision automatic
detection system, Hioki testing machine, ABB intelligent
robots and so on.

Battery Platform for

Solar & Wind Farm

Utility &
Commercial ESS

Grid(Substation)

Optimized Battery Platforms Based on
High-Density Design Technology

Building, Factory

Larger Container ESS Installation
1、Container
welding

5、Container outside
silk screen

2、Container welding
inside decoration

6、Internal wiring and
equipment installation

We can design the system for you!

3、Container welding
outside decoration

7、Finished
container ESS

4、Battery Rack
Installation

8、Container
lifted & shipped

BSLBATT-B30
Small C&I and Residential Off-Grid Hybrid Microgrid Solutions

HVAC

Hybrid PCS

BatteryString-S138

HVU

BSLBATT-B30 household microgrid solution can
combine the solar power generation technology with
the electric energy storage and release technology
perfectly, sucesessfully building up a independent
solar energy storage system. Not only helping
households/small business owners use clean
renewable energy efficiently, but also effectively
reducing the increasing electricity costs. More and
more households/small businesses can even become
power suppliers with the support of BSLBATT-B30, so
as to get rid of their passive and disadvantaged status
in energy costs in the past, thus avoiding the
unfavorable situation of energy shortage and the
substantial increase in electricity prices, entering the
new world of clean and circular energy.

features:
Affordable ESS for reliable power supply;
Seamless integration with PV system, DG and grid;
Ease of installation & configuration;
Charge/discharge combined efficiency up to 86%;
Longer life span with 10 years performance warranty;
Local HMI & Cloud-Based EMS;
IP65 enclosure with All-in-One design.

Key benefits
It can use solar energy efficiently and significantly
reduce electricity costs, which is clean and
environmentally friendly;
It can be used as an emergency power source to provide
energy protection in extreme cases such as grid power
interruptions and severe weather conditions;
It can help users master the initiative in energy prices;
It can monitor the operation intelligently and
automatically 24 hours a day without maintenance.

BSLBATT-B100
Community Microgrid Solutions

HVAC

Hybrid PCS

BatteryString-S138

HVU

The BSLBATT-B100 microgrid solution helps small
business and community free from the roaring
noise and environment impact of diesel generators
and create a quiet and clean energy experiences.
People suffering the diesel generators when they
couldn't obtain the sufficient and reliable electricity
from power grids. with technological progress, the
BSLBATT-B100 combined with solar offgrid
technology provides community with a new choice.
It provides residents/small business owners the
energy quietly and stably, allowing them to enjoy
the convenience brought by technological
advancements in peace and comfort.

features:

Key benefits

Affordable ESS for reliable power supply;

It can provide quiet and reliable clean energy;

Seamless integration with PV system, DG and grid;

It can be used as an emergency power source to
provide energy protection in extreme cases such as
grid power interruptions and severe weather conditions;

Ease of installation & configuration;
Charge/discharge combined efficiency up to 86%;
Longer life span with 10 years performance warranty;
Local HMI & Cloud-Based EMS;
IP65 enclosure with All-in-One design;

It occupies a small area and has a long service life;
It can monitor the operation intelligently and
automatically 24 hours a day without maintenance;

BSLBATT-B250
Islands Microgrid Solutions
Power Conversion
System

Static Transfer Switch

BatteryString-S138

GridPoint T M
Controller
Transformer

The BSLBATT-B250 district microgrid solution
consisted by isolated energy storage modules, can
extend and alleviate or even eliminate the demand
for transformation and upgrading of power transmi
-ssion and distribution facilities due to the sharp
increase in the total power load of islands or urban
blocks by peak load shaving. It allows users in islands
and blocks to obtain strong voltage support and
high-quality power quality at a small cost; it can also
improve the local acceptance capacity of distributed
energy and support the independent operation of island
microgrids with the combination of solar energy technology.

features:
Parallel for scalability;
Charge/discharge combined efficiency up to 86%;
Certified ESS (UL1973, IEC 62619, UN 38.3, CE);
Containerized structure, waterproof and dustproof;
Gridpoint™ Controller on string management, DC
mainstream connection, load dispatch, primary control,
secondary control, fire control etc;
WeWattt™ Cloud-Based monitoring & control system
enables digital and fully automated management
of energy flows;
On-line trouble shooting by global service center;

DC/DC

Switch Gear

Key benefits
Ensures reliable, uninterrupted and quality power availability;
Maximizes fuel savings through the highest possible
renewable integration;
Optimized cost by reducing number of generators required;
High power quality by stabilizing the power systems against
fluctuations in voltage and frequency;
Achieves a secure and sustainable energy mix, together with
energy efficiency;
Fulfils health, safety and environmental appropriateness;

BSLBATT-B100
Small Village Microgrid Solutions

GridPoint T M
Controller

Battery Cabinet

HVU

BatteryString-S138

Hybrid PCS

Key benefits
The BSLBATT-B100 microgrid solution can
provide off-grid power to villagers in remote
areas. Whether the village is in an uninhabited
desert or remote mountains, the BSLBATT-B100
combined with solar energy technology,
a friendly interconnection of solar microgrid is
formed, thus can provide people there with
sufficient energy able to satisfy their life and
production. It can not only light the night in the
village, but also extend the horizons of the
villagers along with the network, bring them
hope to make progress and change their
destinies.rices, entering the new world of
clean and circular energy.

features:
Built-in STS & isolated transformer;
Cabinet / Container optional enclosure;
Charge/discharge combined efficiency up to 86%;
Certified ESS(UL1973, IEC 62619, UN 38.3, CE);
Gridpoint™ Controller on string management, DC
mainstream connection, load dispatch, primary
control, secondary control, fire control etc;
WeWattt™ Cloud-Based monitoring & control
system enable digital and fully automated
management of energy flows;
On-line trouble shooting by global service center;

Maximizes fuel savings through the highest possible
renewable integration;
Ensures uninterrupted power supply by responding fast
to power losses, providing spinning reserve to generators;
Optimized cost by reducing number of generators required;
High power quality by stabilizing the power systems
against fluctuations in voltage and frequency;
Efficiently manages, monitors and analyzes field assets
by cloud-based remote service;
Ensures reliable, stable and quality power availability;
Achieves a secure and sustainable energy mix, together
with energy efficiency;
Fulfills health, safety and environmental appropriateness;
Fast and safe installation and commissioning on-site,
with reduced footprint;
Engineered for rugged environments and extreme weather
conditions;

BSLBATT - B500
Microgrid Solutions
Power Conversion
System

Static Transfer Switch

BatteryString-S138

GridPoint T M
Controller
Transformer

DC/DC

Switch Gear

Key benefits
BSLBATT - B500 district microgrid solution can
extend and alleviate or even eliminate the demand for
transformation and upgrading of power transmission
and distribution facilities due to the sharp increase in
the total power load of islands or urban blocks by peak
load shaving. It allows users in islands and blocks to
obtain strong voltage support and high-quality power
quality at a small cost; it can also improve the local
acceptance capacity of distributed energy and support
the independent operation of island microgrids with the
combination of solar energy technology.

features:
Parallel for scalability;
Charge/discharge combined efficiency up to 86%;
Certified ESS (UL1973, IEC 62619, UN 38.3, CE);
Containerized structure, waterproof and dustproof;
Gridpoint™ Controller on string management, DC
mainstream connection, load dispatch, primary
control, secondary control, fire control etc;
WeWattt™ Cloud-Based monitoring & control
system enables digital and fully automated
management of energy flows;
On-line trouble shooting by global service center;

Continued operations and mitigated downtime with power
reliability and resilience;
Power quality reduces downtime and production losses by
stabilizing the power systems against fluctuations in voltage
and frequency;
Maximizes fuel savings and reduced carbon footprint through
the highest possible renewable integration;
Ensures uninterrupted power supply by responding fast to
power losses, providing spinning reserve to generators;
Optimized cost by reducing number of generators required;
Efficiently manages, monitors and analyzes field assets by
cloud-based remote service;
Fulfills health, safety and environmental appropriateness;
Fast and safe installation and commissioning on-site, with
reduced footprint;

BSLBATT - Cell clusters
The Scalable Energy Storage System
Features
Battery String-S207 is a highly stable and reliable energy
storage product developed by BSLBATT and has been
already certified by IEC62619. This product consists of 20
pieces of standard battery packs (P10) and a high-voltage
unit. The maximum capacity of the entire battery cluster is
207kWh. The SMU in the high-voltage unit enables the
effective management of the entire battery cluster. This
product is ideal for MWh-scale energy storage power plants,
photovoltaics consumption and large C&I peak-shaving
and valley-filling applications, etc.

Item

Specifications

Modular design, easy integration , and simple operation
& maintenance;
AC/DC busbar connection to PCS;
Optimized internal airflow design and exhaust fans for
stable environment control;
Long-time efficiency and reliable operation;
Human-machine interface (HMI);
Complete fault alarm mechanism and troubleshooting function;
Integrated battery management system (BMS);
Flexible system capacity and performance customization;

Item

Specifications

System Cycle Life

90Ah

Battery Cell Format

1,650*600*2,200mm

Rated cell voltage

3.2V

Weight

2,200kg

String Nominal Capacity

207kWh

Communication

Ethernet，CAN，RS485

Certifications

UL 1973, IEC 62619, UN38.3, CE

System cycle life

5,000 cycles@0.5C, 25℃

ESS Internal Structure
Energy storage module

Container ESS

Energy storage cabinet

Temperaturecontrol
control system
system
Temperaturs
Midfeather
Mldfeather

Cooling duct
duct
Cooling

Invsrter
Inverterwind
wind tunnel
tunnel

Lightingsystem
system
Lighing
Fire
fightingsystem
system
Flre
flghtlng

Inverter
Inverter

Access door
Accessdoor

Air
Air conicionel`s
conditioner’sInput
inputdraught
draught

Energy storage
storage cabinet
cabinet
Energy

Power distribution
distrlbution system
Power

Beneﬁts of Lithium-ion
Batteries
Less Space / W

Longer Life

Fast Charge
/ Discharge Rate
Charge
0.1C

3~7 e

WhyBSLBATTLithium

yars

Lead-acid

·Only BSLBATT Lithium can provide a

Lithium-ion

L

2C

0.5C

Discharge
6C

15 e
y ars

Lithium-ion

[Equal Capacity]

Lithium-ion
[Back-up 10min]

10 minute backup battery solution
·Compatible with Global UPS Battery

· less Space forBattery Room

· Batt ery Replacement Deferral

·No Struc ture Reinforc ement Required

· Enhanced Reliability ead-acid

· Shorter Charging Time

Solutions
·Proven Safety & Quality
*This comparison above is based on each material’s characteristic. The Battery life time may vary depending on the environmental condition which the device are used

Global Reference to IDC, a Factory

in and the customer's usage pattern.

in Operation for over 5 years

Product Lineup

IDC (Internet Data Center)
Provides one-stop turnkey
engineering solutions
Project experience of
500+MWh,

with a record of
zero accidents

Factory
118 projects have been
delivered in many countries
and regions around the
worldengineering solutions

Item

Module

Rack

Model

B-LFP51.2-100

B-LFP48-100

Cell Capacity
Energy

Ah

51.2v

48V

kWh

100Ah

100Ah

Operation Voltage

V

5120 WH

5120WH

Dimension (W x D x H)

mm

442*520*177MM

444.5*430*132 .5mm

kg

45KG

48KG

Weight

PV Storage/Off-Grid Backup
Easy Installation

High Energy Cell

· PV Storage

·Easy Installation by Simple
Module Structure

·Advanced High Capacity
and Long Life cycle

· Off-Grid Backup

PV Panel

Scalability
PV Inverter

·Easy to Expand Capacity

Antenna
Diesel Generator

SMPS

Battery Inverter

Standard Module
BSLBATT
Lithium Battery

BSLBATT
Lithium Battery

·Standard Module for

Compatibilit

Various Customer Needs

·Compatible with Various
Standard Inverters

* Inverter for Residential, SMPS for Telecom

Scalable Capacity

48V Solution
· High Energy 94Ah Prismatic Cell
· High Energy Density & Long Cycle Life

188kWh

· Available up to 1C-rate
X Max.39

· Fits on 19 inch Standard Rack
· Wide Temperature Range
4.8kWh

HVS Solution

Item

BSLBATT - B048

Component

Battery Module, BMS

Nominal Energy

kWh

4.8

Operating Voltage

V

44.8~58.1

Dimension (W x D x H)

mm

446 x 440 x 158

Weight

kg

35

Operating Temperature

℃

-10~50

New

(High Voltage System)

Scalable Voltage & Capacity

· Advanced 18650 CATL Rhombus Cell
· High Conversion Efficiency (DC to AC)

100V

200V

600V

2.0kWh

· Optimized for High Voltage PCS
· Superior Performance at High Temperature

X Max.6
12.0kWh

Item

BSLBATT - B020

Component

Battery Module, BMS

Nominal Energy

kWh

2.0

Operating Voltage

V

84.0~112.6

Dimension (W x D x H) mm

433 x 172 x 191

Weight

kg

18

Operating Temperature

℃

0~60

